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4 Apr - 2 min - Uploaded by Wikilawflash By this tutorial you will learn how to activate allway sync using windows allway sync pro with serial number and download allway sync pro activation key 91edad2d00 tool. Batch unlock AllwaySync 12 PRO activation code : jbelhakmat.Q: Sorting of a time stamp column I have some troubles concerning sorting in a MYSQL table which has a datetime
column. What I have to do: In the table "a" there are some values with NULL in the datetime field. I want to replace them with the time of the hour at which these values have been inserted. What I've tried: I'm trying to do that with a trigger. DELIMITER // CREATE TRIGGER `trigger_date_insert` AFTER INSERT ON `a` FOR EACH ROW BEGIN SET NEW.datetime =
DATE_FORMAT(NEW.datetime, '%Y-%m-%d %H:00:00'); END; // DELIMITER ; But this trigger doesn't seem to work. What am I doing wrong? A: Two things : In general you should not use DATE_FORMAT() for this kind of thing, this function will lose the time part (HH:MM:SS) If you want to change the value of a NULL column, you can't use an insert trigger. I'd suggest you to use the ON
UPDATE CASCADE clause of the column datetime. ALTER TABLE a MODIFY datetime DATETIME NOT NULL DEFAULT CURRENT_TIMESTAMP ON UPDATE CURRENT_TIMESTAMP; And use a BEFORE UPDATE trigger. Q: Sum of Value of All Elements in Array List I am pretty new to Java and programming in general. I am trying to have a sum of all the values of all elements
of an array list (also called list), but don't know how to do it. This is my code (no matter what I try I get a type mismatch error): ArrayList numbers = new ArrayList(); numbers.add(5); numbers.add(7); numbers. 82157476af
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